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Abstract 

A method for operationally predicting the movement 
of the centroid, or coldest cloud tops, of mesoscale con
vective complexes (MCCs) in Central South America 
(CSA) is presented (Gasbarro 2003). The procedure of 
predicting the movement of an MCC centroid, which 
primarily relates to the area of heaviest precipitation 
within the MCC, is modified from the work ofCorfidi et 
al. (1996). * This process is based on the concept that the 
motion of quasi-stationary or backward-propagating 
convective systems can be found as the sum of the 
advective component, defined by the mean motion of the 
cells comprising the system, and the propagation com
ponent, defined by the rate and location of new cell for
mation relative to existing cells. These concepts and the 
forecast procedure are examined using 22 mesoscale 
convective systems (MCSs), 20 of which were classified 
as MCCs. 

It is found that the advective component of MCS 
motion is well correlated to the mean flow in the cloud 
layer. Similarly, the propagation component is shown to 
be directly proportional, but opposite in sign, and well 
correlated to the direction of the low-level jet. 
Correlation coefficients between forecast and observed 
values for the speed and direction of the MCSs and 
MCCs for CSA are 0.72 and 0.81, respectively. This 
compares well to correlation coefficients of 0.80 and 
0.78 for the MCC or MCS speeds and directions, respec
tively, of the CFM96 method for North American MCC 
and MCS movement. Mean absolute errors of the cen
troid speed and direction are 2.1 m S·l and 16.4 0 respec
tively. These errors, comparing well to the CFM96 
method, are sufficiently small so that the forecast path 
of the centroid would be well within the heavy rain 
swath of a typical MCC. 
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1. Introduction 

Mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs) are respon
sible for producing severe weather and flooding rains 
in Central South America (CSA). This region includes 
Paraguay, Uruguay, Northern Argentina, and 
Southeastern Brazil (Velasco and Fritsch 1987). They 
are responsible for producing damaging winds, hail, 
injuries, and occasionally even deaths. Furthermore, 
MCCs significantly change and/or influence upper
atmospheric wind fields, presenting problems with 
aviation safety and efficiency problems with flight 
scheduling (CFM96). In addition, the sparse data net
work of South America (SA) further adds to the diffi
culty of accurately forecasting MCC movement due to 
the lack of synoptic observations. 

There are many similarities between North 
America (NA) and SA MCCs (Velasco and Fritsch 
1987). As in NA, SA MCCs are nocturnal storms that 
owe their existence partly due to a moist, poleward 
advecting low-level jet (LLJ) that is comparable in 
strength to the United States (US) LLJ. The steep 
Andes mountain chain helps to initiate convection and 
channel the South American low-level jet (SALLJ) 
(Saulo et aI. 2000) poleward. This process is similar to 
the process associated with the North American LLJ 
in the lee of the Rocky Mountains. Like NA MCCs, 
those in SA form mainly during the warm season 
[November through April in the southern hemisphere 
(SH)]. SA MCCs generally exhibit a similar dynamic 
structure to NA MCCs. MCCs in both hemispheres 
usually require the presence of a quasi-stationary 

*Cordifi et al. (1996) will be referred to as "CFM96" for the 
remainder of this paper. 
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boundary associated with moderately intense, tran
sient upper-level shortwaves. The shortwaves promote 
storm development by destabilizing the atmosphere 
and enhancing upper-level divergence. MCCs require 
minimal upper-level shear; therefore, very strong 
shortwaves are not conducive to MCC growth. Surface 
temperatures on both continents are similar around 
the location of MCC genesis. Finally, the favored 
region ofMCC genesis in both NA and SA shifts west
ward throughout the warm season months as the 
respective North or South Atlantic subtropical highs 
build westward (Velasco _and Fritsch 1987). 

SA MCCs also exhibit various differences from their 
NA counterparts (Velasco and Fritsch 1987). One 
major difference is size. SA MCCs are, on average, 60% 
larger than NA MCCs. Velasco and Fritsch (1987) 
found that the average size of the -32°C cloud shield in 
SA MCCs is around 400,000 km2

, compared to only 
300,000 km2 for NA. SA MCC lifespan averages 11.5 
hours vs. 9 to 9.5 hours in NA (Maddox et al. 1986; 
Velasco and Fritsch 1987). SA MCCs form more equa
torward and with less latitudinal variability than NA 
MCCs. NA MCCs generally form from 30° to 50° N, 
while MCCs in SA typically are generated only 
between 25° and 35° S. Unlike in NA, SA MCCs are 
present into late austral summer and early autumn 
(Velasco and Fritsch 1987). Surface dewpoints in 
which MCCs spawn are 3-5°C higher in SA than in NA 
(Davison 1999; Velasco and Fritsch 1987). Also, the 
tropopause in SA MCCs averages about 100 mb vs. 150 
to 200 mb in NA (Velasco and Fritsch 1987). A higher 
tropopause along with higher surface dewpoints 
implies greater thermodynamic instability associated 
with MCCs in SA. The moisture source region for SA 
MCCs also aids in fueling very unstable conditions. In 
NA, the moisture source for the LLJ is the Gulf of 
Mexico; however, rather than a body of water, the 
SALLJ feeds off the Amazon Basin, a very warm, shal
low, land moisture source. Finally, the SALLJ owes its 
existence mainly due to a tight pressure gradient 
between a thermal low, the North Argentine 
Depression, and the South Atlantic High (Saulo et al. 
2000). This differs from NA where the US LLJ princi
pally forms from boundary layer frictional differences 
and a nocturnal inversion (Bonner 1968). 
Consequently, the SALLJ lasts longer in the day and 
occurs more frequently than in NA (Velasco and 
Fritsch 1987). 

Various synoptic features in SA working in cohesion 
generate conditions necessary for MCC formation. 
Climatologically, the North Argentine Depression and 
the South Atlantic High are present through the aus
tral warm season (Fig. 1) (Lenters and Cook 1999). 
When one or both of the two pressure features intensi-

-fy, the pressure gradient between the two systems 
tightens, which increases the intensity of the SALLJ 
and the low-level and moisture flux convergence 
(Saulo et al. 2000). Quasi-stationary boundaries such 
as slow moving fronts, squall lines, and the South 
Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ) (Fig. 1) greatly 
enhance low-level convergence (Lenters and Cook 
1999). These ingredients, combined with tremendous 
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Fig. 1. Mean positions of the North Argentine Depression, South 
Atlantic Convergence Zone (dashed line), South Atlantic ridge (zig
zag line), and 850 mb fectors (m s·') during December to February 
(modified from Lenters and Cook 1999). 

30W 

Fig. 2. Mean 200 mb position of the Bolivian High for January 
(modified from Davison 1999). 

outflow in the upper levels (Fig. 2), create conditions 
for MCC development and intensification. In addition, 
increases in the strength of the Bolivian High, an 
upper-level high climatologically centered over 
Bolivia, relate to a stronger STJ (Fig. 2). A stronger jet 
crossing the Andes leads to increased shortwave per
turbations, which ultimately helps initiate MCSs and 
MCCs (Davison 1999). 

CFM96 proposed a method to determine movement 
of MCCs in NA using the principle that movement of 
MCCs is affected by both cloud layer advection and 
propagation components. CFM96 hypothesized that 
the advective component of MCC movement is propor
tional to the mean cloud layer flow. They also hypoth
esized that the propagation component is equal and 
opposite of the LLJ. After successfully verifying that 
both components do significantly influence MCC 
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Fig.3. MCC over South America at 0245 UTC 25 Nov 2002. Black 
dot represents the centroid of the system (coldest cloud tops) 
(modified from CIRA 2002). 

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, except for 1145 UTC 25 Nov 2002. 

movement, CFM96 verified this empirical technique 
by correlating the forecasted MCC vector, a summa
tion of both the advective and propagation vectors, to 
the actual MCC vector. 

A method similar to CFM96 can be applied to South 
American MCCs by utilizing the same principle 
described above. The verification of this research's 
results, however, differs from the CFM96 verification. 
CFM96 verified their results by tracking the meso
beta scale convective elements responsible for the 
heaviest rainfall . Due to a lack of available radar 
imagery from SA, this study will not track MCCs 
based on radar-observed movements. Instead, this 
research verifies MCC movement by measuring the 
movement of the MCC cold cloud shield centroid from 
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 
(GOES) infrared OR) satellite imagery. Maddox (1980) 
states that the coldest cloud tops relate to the areas of 
most intense precipitation. Since intense precipitation 
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relates to increased radar echo returns, this research 
produces results comparable to those of CFM96. 

Sections 2 and 3 describe the methodology and 
results for validating the advective and propagation 
components, and then verify the forecasted MCC 
movement against the actual MCC movement. A brief 
summary along with concluding remarks are given in 
Section 4. 

2. Data and Methodology 

Twenty-two MCC and MCS cases were analyzed to 
verify the CFM96 method of MCC movement for SA. 
Two of the cases are in January 2001 with the remain
der from September to December 2002. Twenty of the 
22 cases are MCCs. The International Desks section of 
the Hydrometeorological Prediction Center (HPC) at 
the NOAAlNational Center for Environmental 
Prediction (NCEP) provided GOES-8 satellite imagery 
for the 2001 case studies (Davison 2002), while the 
Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere 
(CIRA) provided GOES-8 satellite imagery for the 
2002 cases (CIRA 2002). This study only utilized three
hourly, channel four IR imagery for the detection of 
cold cloud tops. 

Due to very sporadic and inconsistent upper air 
sounding data in the region of study, this research uti
lized upper air reanalysis data from the Fleet 
Numerical Meteorological and Oceanography 
Detachment (FNMOD), Asheville, NC, for verification 
of the CFM96 method. The U.S. Navy runs the Navy 
Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System 
(NOGAPS) model to produce reanalysis data twice per 
day at 0000 and 1200 UTC. The FNMOD in Asheville, 
NC, stores the archived NOGAPS reanalysis data for 
future use. 

Satellite imagery was used to track 20 MCCs and 2 
MCSs by tracking the centroid of the system. Only 
satellite images meeting MCC criteria and very large 
MCSs were used in this study. The black dots in Figs. 
3 and 4 show the position of the centroid over nine 
hours. The dots represent the center of the coldest 
cloud tops. 

The actual distance, direction, and speed of the 
MCC was determined by first interpolating the lati
tude and longitude of the black dots from satellite 
imagery. The starting and ending latitude and longi
tude were then converted to distance and azimuthal 
angle following the method described by Snyder 
(1987). 

Individual cells that would eventually intensify into 
MCCs or large MCSs were also tracked using the same 
method. However, having only one satellite image for 
every 3 hours time, it was very difficult to discern 
between individual cells and a coalesced cluster of 
cells. Only 12 of the 22 cases produced cells distinctly 
visible for two consecutive three-hourly images. The 
speeds and directions of the 12 cases were then com
pared to the 850-300 mb mean flow to verify that cells 
move downwind with respect to the velocity of the 
mean flow. If it is true, this suggests that mean cloud 
layer velocity would not only affect the movement of 
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the individual cells, but ofthe MCCs and MCSs as well 
(CFM96). 

Winds associated with the MCC or MCS are neces
sary for implementation of the CFM96 method. Upper 
level wind speed and direction at the location of MCC 
or MCS genesis were interpolated from 850, 700, 500, 
and 300 mb NOGAPS wind vector reanalysis charts. 
This technique differs from the CFM96 method of uti
lizing the nearest rawinsonde station. As in the 
CFM96 method, this study utilized the 0000 UTC wind 
data since 0000 UTC usually occurred within six hours 
of MCC or MCS genesis. Per CFM96, the wind speeds 
and directions of each level were then inserted into 
Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively, to produce the mean advec
tive cloud layer flow component of MCC or MCS 
motion. This component (SeL for speed and DIRcL for 
direction), called the advectIve component, is the mean 
850-300 mb wind velocity that advects the system 
downwind (Fig. 5). To arrive at a representable mean 
direction, 360° was added to any 850 and 700 mb wind 
direction between 001° and 180°. This was done 
because it is not uncommon for low-level winds to 
occur from the north to northeast. For example, aver
aging a very low direction number (i.e. 020°) with a 
high direction number (i.e. 330°) incorrectly skewed 
the average directional component. The following 
equations are used to produce the mean advective 
cloud layer component of the MCC or MCS: 

[)lR
CL 

= (DIR~;o + DIR1•lO + VIR;oo + VIR30o ) 

4 

(1) 

(2) 

CFM96 hypothesized that storms propagate further 
with stronger LLJs. Although factors such as oro
graphic influences, thermodynamic instability, and 
outflow boundaries influence propagation, storms 
mainly form and regenerate in the exit region of the 
LLJ due to low-level mass and moisture flux conver
gence. CFM96 found the propagation component equal 
in magnitude, but opposite in direction to the 10w-Ieve.1 
inflow or LLJ (Fig. 5). In this research, the maximum 
wind speed and direction near the location of MCC or 
MCS genesis were interpolated from 850 mb NOGAPS 
vector reanalysis charts. Since MCCs typically propa
gate toward the level of inflow or into the LLJ, this 
study used the maximum wind speed at 850 mb with
in 100 nm upwind of the MCC or MCS genesis region. 

While CFM96 strictly followed Bonner's (1968) cri
teria for the LLJ, this study assumed a LLJ level of 
850 mb for all events. This was a valid assumption 
since Saulo et al. (2000) found the average maximum 
wind speed associated with the SALLJ to occur 
approximately at 850 mb. Among LLJ occurrences, 
Saulo et al. (2000) found an average of 20 m S·l at 850 
mb compared against an average of 8 m S·l at 700 mb. 
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Fig. 5. Conceptual model of the vector components and angles 
used to predict MCC or MCS velocity, VMCC. The magnitude and 
direction of the propagation component, VPROP are equal and 
opposite to the low-level jet, VlLJ. Angles a and !3 are related to the 
forecasted MCC or MCS direction and are calculated in Eqs.7 and 
5, respectively. The VMCC vector is the forecasted MCC or MCS 
motion. VMCC, calculated in Eq. 6, is the vector sum of the VCl and 
VPROP components. The circle at the intersection of the E-W and 
N-S axes denotes the starting MCC or MCS location. 
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Fig. 6. Conceptual model of the vector components and angles 
used to predict propagation velocity, VPROP. The VMCC vector is the 
observed MCC or MCS motion. VPROP, computed in Eq. 3, is the 
vector sum of the VCl and VMCC components. Angle a represents 
the difference in direction between VCl and VMCC. Angle 'Y, calcu
lated in Eq. 4, is related to the propagation direction. The circle at 
the intersection of the E-W and N-W axes denotes the starting 
MCC or MCS location. 

Since Saulo et al. based their findings by meticulously 
following Bonner's criteria, this research used 850 mb 
as a representable level of maximum inflow. 

This research followed the CFM96 procedure in ver
ifying the relationship between the direction of the 
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LLJ and the direction of propagation. To verify that 
the LLJ and propagation components are 180° differ
ent in direction with each other, the propagation com
ponent, VPROP, must be calculated by inserting the 
observed mean advective component speed, SCL, 
observed MCC or MCS speed, SMCC, and angle, u, into 
Eq. 3. Figure 6 illustrates how angle, u, between the 
observed mean cloud layer wind and observed MCC 
motion vectors influences the magnitude of the propa
gation component. Equation 4 then uses the calculated 
propagation component, VPROP, to determine the angle 
between the actual MCC motion and the propagation 
component. Figure 6 depicts how this angle, 'Y, relates 
to the actual direction of propagation. If a strong cor
relation betw~en .the actual propagation and LLJ vec
tors exists, then this suggests that the LLJ is a very 
good indicator of the direction of propagation of MCC 
and MCS movement. 

(3) 

(4) 

Mter showing that both advective and propagation 
components relate to the mean flow and LLJ respec
tively, a relationship between forecasted and observed 
MCC or MCS speed and direction is formulated. This 
relationship serves to demonstrate that forecasted 
MCC and MCS motion verify against the actual move
ment of MCCs and MCSs. 

Solving Eqs. 5 through 7 creates a forecast of MCC or 
MCS movement. To compute the magnitude of the system 
speed, the 13 angle must first be computed. The 13 angle, 
illustrated in Fig. 5 and computed in Eq. 5, is simply the 
angle between the mean advective and propagation com
ponents. For proper representation, the LLJ, DIRLLJ, and 
mean cloud layer flow (DIRed were subtracted from 360°. 
For Eq. 5 to work, 3600 is added to either variable if the 
direction is between 001° and 1800

• Next, the angle along 
with the LLJ and mean cloud layer wind speeds, SLLJ and 
SCL, respectively, are inserted into Eq. 6 to arrive at the 
predicted velocity of the MCC or MCS, VMCC. Finally, the 
LLJ speed, mean cloud layer wind speed, and predicted 
MCC or MCS velocities, SLLJ, SCL, and VMCC respectively, 
are inserted into Eq. 7 to determine the angle, u, between 
the cloud layer flow and predicted MCC movement. This 
angle directly relates to the actual direction in which the 
convective system is heading (Fig. 5). 

p = (360 - DIR cL ) - (360 - DIR LLJ ) (5) 

(6) 
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[(S )2 (V )2 (S )2] 
a = arccos LLJ - MCC - CL 

- 2(V MCC )(SCL) 

(7) 

The process for determining predicted MCC or MCS 
motion differs slightly from the CFM96 method. As 
illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, simple right-angle trigonom
etry does not apply in determining magnitudes and 
directions. CFM96 calculated all angles and magnitudes 
using the law of sines and cosines; however, the CFM96 
method can lead to ambiguity. Because sine is positive 
in both the first and second quadrant, any angle over 
90° produces erroneous answers. CFM96 calculated the 
u angle using the law of sines. This is possible provided 
the angle between the advective and propagation com
ponents is not obtuse. Although obtuse angles are infre
quent, they did occur in one case during this research. 
To eliminate confusion, this research utilized the law of 
cosines in Eq. 7 since cosine exhibits opposite signs 
within the first two Cartesian quadrants. To ensure uni
formity and unambiguity, the law of cosines is also uti
lized in Eqs. 3, 4, and 6. 

Once predicted MCC and MCS magnitudes and 
directions are calculated, correlations between actual 
and predicted values are found and compared to the 
CFM96 research. In addition, mean speeds, directions, 
and absolute errors of both observed and forecasted 
values are computed to compare against the CFM96 
results. Standard deviations of the speeds, directions, 
and average absolute errors are also calculated and 
compared. Finally, the average absolute directional 
error between the observed and predicted MCC or 
MCS directions is translated into distances by multi
plying the average absolute directional error by the 
average observed MCC or MCS speed and average 
length of time of MCC occurrence (11.5 hours in SA) 
(Velasco and Fritsch 1987). This result, yielding an 
absolute horizontal distance error, provides an esti
mate of the margin of error this process could exhibit. 

3. Results 

The CFM96 method was applied to SA and verified. 
The first step in verifying the CFM96 method for SA 
was to separately describe the results for the two com
.ponents that comprise MCC and MCS movement, the 
advective and propagation components. Mter compo
nent verification, observed MCC and MCS velocities 
are compared against forecasted velocities. Finally, 
results of all findings are compared to the CFM96 
method. 

The actual MCC advective component (or cell speed 
and direction) verified very well against the mean 
cloud layer (850-300 mb) speed and direction. Figures 
7 and 8 illustrate the correlations and scatter plots for 
the 12 cases for which individual cells could be 
tracked. Both scatter plots represent a near linear 
relationship between the observed cell movement and 
850-300 mb mean velocity. These strong correlations 
mean that the advective component plays a major role 
in determining MCC and MCS movement . 
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The correlations for the advective component were 
comparable to those presented in the CFM96 research. 
This research found correlation coefficients of 0.90 and 
0.87 for the speeds and directions, respectively, versus 
0.71 and 0.76 for the CFM96 NA method (Table 1). A 
couple of hypotheses could explain the slightly 
stronger correlations for SA. Stronger westerlies in NA 
could account for larger variations in the mean flow, 
therefore, leading to more error in predicting cell 
movement. However, the more likely hypothesis con
cerns the difference in system height. In computing 
mean layer velocity, CFM96 equally weighted all four 
levels presented in Eqs. 1 and 2, as was done in the 
present study. Although mid-levels of the troposphere 
drive storm movement,.pFM96 placed equal weight on 
the lowest levels, 850 and 700 mb, because most air 
entraining into thunderstorms enters at the lowest 
levels. Equal weight is also placed on the highest level, 
300 mb. Use of the 300 mb level could be causing the 
differences in correlation coefficients between the 
CFM96 method and the SA method. Velasco and 
Fritsch (1987) found warm season tropopauses aver
age around 100 mb in SA, 50-100 mb higher than NA 
tropopauses. Higher tropopauses likely contribute to 
the larger MCC sizes in SA (Velasco and Fritsch 1987). 
The higher, larger convective storms in SA would place 
the 300 mb level nearly in the middle of the storm's 
vertical extent; therefore, making 300 mb a significant 
steering level. On the other hand, 300 mb may not play 
as large of a part in steering convective cells in NA 
since it would lay in the top quarter to third of the 
storm. To summarize, the equal weight of 300mb in 
equations 1 and 2 may be more accurate for SA than 
NA. Figure 7 shows all values either near or below the 
line of a perfect one-to-one relationship. The plots 
below the line represent mean layer speeds stronger 
than the speeds of the cells. Some of the cells could be 
left-moving supercells which, analogous to right-mov
ing supercells in the northern hemisphere, move more 
slowly than the mean flow when the winds back with 
height (veer in the northern hemisphere). 

The propagation component also verified better 
than the CFM96 results. The scatter plot for observed 
propagation direction versus LLJ direction for SA is 
illustrated in Fig. 9 for 21 cases. One of the 22 cases 
was not used due to an abnormally weak LLJ speed. 
This figure demonstrates that the LLJ direction is a 
clear indication of the propagation component. In addi
tion to better correlation coefficients [0.75 for SA vs. 
0.65 for NA (Table 1)], there is much less variance in 
the entire population of LLJ directions. The absolute 
variation, maximum value minus minimum value, is 
only 800 for SA cases, but almost 1800 for NA cases 
(CFM96). Less variation in the ocean-dominated SH 
westerlies, steeper terrain in SA, and smaller SA con
tinent width likely caused the smaller variance among 
SALLJ directions. 

The forecasted MCC and MCS speeds and direc
tions compared well to the observed speeds and direc
tions. Figures 10 and 11 depict the scatter plots for the 
speeds and directions respectively for all 22 cases. 
Both graphs exhibit a semi-linear fit of observed ver-
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Table 1. Comparison of correlation coefficients between the 
Corfidi et al. (1996) method for North America (NA) and the 
author'S method developed for South America (SA). 

Cell speed vs. 850-300 mb 
mean wind speed 

Cell direction vs. 859-300 mb 
mean wind direction 

Propagation direction vs. 
LLJ direction 

Observed vs. forecasted 
MCC or MCS speed 

Observed vs. forecased 
MCC or MCS direction 

16 

15 Straight line: x = y 

·e 14 
l 
~ 13 

I 12 

1. 
t! 11 
] 
-< 

10 

Method for NA Method for SA 
(Cordifi et al. (author's 

method) method) 

0.71 0.90 

0.76 0.87 

0.65 0.75 

0.80 0.72 

0.78 0.81 

r=0.90 

88~--~~--~10~--~1!----~12----1~3----1L4--~1-5--~16 

Mean 850·300 mb wind speed 

Fig. 7. Scatter plot of observed cell speed versus mean 850-300 
mb wind speed for 12 cases during the MCC or MCS genesis 
stage. Straight line indicates a perfect (one-to-one) relationship 
versus measure of correlation. 
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7, except for observed cell direction versus mean 
850-300 mb wind direction for 12 cases during the MCC or MCS 
genesis stage. 
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot of actual MCC and MCS propagation direction 
versus mean LLJ direction for 21 cases. Straight line indicates a 
perfect 180° relationship between the LLJ and propagation direc
tions versus measure of correlation. LLJ directions between 000° 
and 040° are plotted between 360° and 400°. 
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Fig. 10. Scatter plot of observed versus forecasted MCC and MCS 
speeds for 22 cases. Straight line indicates a perfect (one-to-one) 
relationship versus measure of correlation. 
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 10, except for observed versus forecasted MCC 
and MCS directions for 22 cases. 
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sus forecasted magnitudes and directions. Correlation 
coefficients of 0.72 and 0.81 for the speeds and direc
tions, respectively, for the SA method results are com
parable to the CFM96 correlation coefficients of 0.80 
and 0.78 for speeds and directions (Table 1). 

An interesting observation in Fig. 10 is that 
observed speeds are mostly higher than the forecasted 
speeds. Values above the line in Fig. 10 represent an 
underforecast of the MCC or MCS speed. Synoptic 
scale features could account for the disparity. Several 
MCCs and MCSs in this study were associated with 
transient squall lines or fronts. Others associated 
themselves with moderate to strong shortwaves. 
Although this study does not disclose the synoptic 
details of each case, it is hypothesized that synoptic 
factors not accounted for in both the CFM96 NA 
method and the SA method cause faster observed 
motion ofMCCs and MCSs. In addition, some degree of 
forward propagation may also have been present. This 
would tend to result in faster system motion (Corfidi 
1998). 

Observed means, standard deviations, and average 
absolute errors for MCC and MCS speeds of both the 
CFM96 NA method and the SA method are presented 
in Table 2. Results compare well between both meth
ods with a couple of exceptions. Both observed and 
forecasted mean MCC and MCS speeds were less in 
SA, likely from the weaker SH westerlies inhibition of 
the advective component of motion. Also, the standard 
deviation of observed MCC and MCS speeds is less in 
SA than NA. The smaller variance in SH westerlies 
probably accounts for the smaller standard deviation 
for observed SA MCC and MCS speeds. In addition, 
MCCs and MCSs generally form from 25° to 35° S com
pared to NA MCCs forming between 30° and 50° N 
(Velasco and Fritsch 1987). The greater latitude varia
tion in NA could also cause greater speed variances 
between NA MCC and MCS since mid-latitudes expe
rience stronger effects from the polar jet than sub
tropical latitudes. Furthermore, SA MCCs and MCSs 
occur more frequently in lower latitudes where west
erlies are typically weaker. To summarize, less varia
tion in latitude and upper-level westerly speed among 
SA MCC and MCS cases could attribute to the lower 
speed standard deviation. 

Comparisons between MCC and MCS directions 
computed from both methods also show some interest
ing results (Table 2). The observed and forecasted 
directions infer that the MCCs and MCSs move equa
torward towards the moisture inflow for both hemi
spheres. Furthermore, the Coriolis parameter con
tributes to equatorward motion of the MCCs or MCSs 
(Bonner 1968). 

The average absolute error for directions (Table 2) 
differs between continents. A smaller mean error and 
standard deviation occurs in SA MCC and MCS 
cases. Greater directional variation in the U.S. LLJ 
could explain the greater average absolute error in 
NA. Although the CFM96 average absolute error is 
small, a further reduced error in SA justifies use of 
the CFM96 technique to forecast SA MCC and MCS 
movement. 
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Table 2. Comparison of observed and forecasted MCC and MCS speeds and 
directions for both the Cordifi et al. (1996) method for North America (NA) and the 
author's method developed for South America (SA). Comparison includes standard 
deviations (Std. Dev.) and average absolute errors. Average absolute errors is the 
sum of the absolute errors for all cases divided by the total number of events). 

and a correlation coefficient of 0.81 for 
the observed vs. forecasted MCC and 
MCS directions. Mean absolute errors 
were small enough for the forecasted 
MCC or MCS centroid location to lie 
well within the convective system's 
heavy rain swath. All correlation coeffi
cients, means, variances, and absolute 
errors for the SA method were compara
ble to those found in the CFM96 NA 
method. 

Method for NA Method for SA 
(Cordifi et al. method) (author's method) 
(based on 103 cases) based on 22 cases) 

MCC or MCS Speed (m S·l) 

Mean 
Observed 13.6 
Forecasted 13.0 
Avg. absolute error 2.0 

MCC or MCS Direction (degrees) 

Mean 
Observed 
Forecasted 
Avg. absolute error 

295.3 
294.8 

17.2 

Std. Dey. 
4.7 
3.5 
1.8 

Std. Dey. 
32.8 
30.7 
12.3 

Mean 
13.3 
11.9 
2.1 

Mean 
258.7 
257.0 

16.4 

Average absolute errors in both speed and direc
tion are acceptably small to use in forecasting MCCs 
and MCSs. The directional average absolute error 
would, however, yield the greater potential for incor
rectly forecasted MCC and MCS placement. An aver
age absolute directional error for SA of 16.40 trans
lates into an average absolute horizontal distance 
error of 134 km [Avg. observed mean speed x sin 
(16.4) x 11.5 hrsl . The average lifespan of SA MCCs is 
11.5 hours (Velasco and Fritsch 1987). This error 
indicates the MCC or MCS will be, on average, 134 
km from the MCC or MCS forecasted position at 11.5 
hours. Of course, re-application of the method 
throughout the MCC or MCS lifespan will signifi
cantly decrease the absolute horizontal error. This 
error compares very well to the absolute horizontal 
distance error of roughly 138 km for NA. In spite of 
the seemingly large distance error, this still places 
the MCC within its 300 km diameter heavy rain band 
(CFM96; Maddox et al. 1986). 

4. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

The CFM96 empirical method for predicting MCC 
and MCS movement in NA also applies to forecasting 
MCC and MCS movement in CSA. MCC and MCS 
movement methods are based on the fact that both 
advective and propagation components sum to equal 
the movement of backward or quasi-stationary MCSs, 
such as MCCs (CFM96; Corfidi 1998). The advective 
component, defined by the mean motion of individual 
convective cells, strongly correlates to the mean 850-
300 mb cloud layer wind flow. The propagation compo
nent, defined by the rate and location of new cell for
mation relative to existing cells, is related to the LLJ 
direction. 

Application of the procedure to 22 cases (20 of which 
were MCCs) revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.72 
for the observed vs. forecasted MCC and MCS speeds, 

Std. Dey. ~ 

2.9 
3.3 
1.8 

Std. Dey. 
34.6 
29.4 
11.8 

This procedure provides a tool to aid 
in predicting the often elusive propaga
tion component associated with MCSs 
and MCCs. As in the CFM96 method for 
NA MCC movement, forecasters can 
apply this technique only knowing the 
speed and direction of the mean layer 
wind and the LLJ. Finally, this tech
nique greatly aids forecasters in pre
dicting the location of heavy rain poten-
tial that exists with MCCs and large 
MCSs. 

Although this research provides useful results and 
an invaluable forecasting technique, there are some 
shortcomings. The CFM96 method and the SA method 
presented in this study are both based only on quasi
stationary or backward propagating MCSs such as 
MCCs. These methods do not apply to forward propa
gating MCSs such as bow echoes or squall lines 
(Corfidi 1998). Moreover, this procedure might require 
further knowledge of the system relative convergence 
that may not necessarily correspond to the LLJ direc
tion (Corfidi 1998). In addition, this research utilized a 
subjective determination of the cold shield centroid 
from GOES IR imagery at three-hour intervals. 
Exploiting shorter intervals or satellite imagery with 
higher resolution may yield more precise MCC or 
storm cell locations. Finally, the lack of spatial resolu
tion of the upper air observing network over SA may 
contribute to slightly less accurate upper air analyses 
and cloud layer component calculations. Incorporating 
satellite derived observations into the upper air net
work, and eventually into computer forecasting mod
els, should improve the accuracy of both empirical and 
model forecasts of MCC movements. 
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